2000–2010: CELEBRATING A DECADE OF ANSWERED PRAYER
2010–2020: MOBILISING THE CHURCH TO CHANGE THE WORLD

2020 VISION

24-7 PRAYER
Prayer - Mission - Justice
If my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will forgive their sin and will heal their land.

(2 Chronicles 7:14)
This is a pivotal moment in the growth of the 24-7 movement. After an extraordinary decade of non-stop prayer, mission and justice initiatives, this brochure is both a celebration, to thank those of you who’ve supported us thus far, and also a warm invitation for new friends to partner with us on the next leg of the journey, as our vision expands.

From a single, unsuspecting prayer meeting in Chichester, England, we’ve grown to touch half the nations on earth. More than two million people – mostly young people – have now heard this simple call to prayer, and along the way an expanding network of new ministries and missional communities has been born. It’s been a wild ride by any standard, and now we know it’s time to grow up, get organized, and focus our energies on three essential biblical priorities:

- the resourcing of prayer
- the training of leaders
- the mobilization of mission

As we enter this second decade of 24-7 Prayer we’re raising our sights and preparing to impact cities, cultures and even nations with this life-changing power of Christ-centered, mission-minded prayer. It’s a big vision and we’re going to need your help to achieve it.

I do hope you’ll join us.

Pete Greig
(International Team Leader)
Our Vision:

24-7 is an international, interdenominational, Christian movement that changes lives. We exist to ‘reconcile the world to God through Jesus Christ.’ (2 Corinthians 5:19).

We pray and work for reconciliation at three levels:

- **spiritually** - where there is broken relationship with God
- **socially** - where there is broken relationship between people
- **environmentally** - where there is broken relationship with our world

### 24-7 TIMELINE: 2000

**February**
- Official launch of 24-7 in Guildford, England
- Global website goes live

**April**
- First prayer room outside UK, in Thun, Switzerland

**May**
- 24-7 vision spreads to Spain at the Contra Corriente youth festival

**August / September**
- The Vision poem reaches 100,000 underground churches in China and 200,000 young Americans at The Call, in Washington DC

**November**
- Launch of 24-7 Germany in Hernnhut, near Dresden

The first 24-7 week exceeded all expectations. Over 200 people used the prayer room and more than 29 churches got involved. 24-7 has been one of the most productive (yes prayer is productive) weeks I have ever known. People were saved. The lukewarm were ignited. Unity made huge steps forward. Through 24-7, a radical vision was imparted way beyond anything our puny little talks could have accomplished. The week has also multiplied itself into three other locations.” (Ian Nicholson, Guildford, England)
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The vision behind 24-7 is directly from heaven. It just works!
Ocke Kruger, Germany

THE STORY: ROOTS OF 24-7 PRAYER

Humanly speaking, the 24-7 movement is an accident. At the start there was no budget, no business plan, not even enough money to buy a computer. But when a group of young people decided to see what would happen if they prayed non-stop for a month, an amazing story began.

After three months of continual prayer the reports of God’s presence and of answered prayer began to spread, the idea caught on, and that first, unsuspecting 24-7 Prayer Room began spontaneously self-seeding all over the world.

Ten years later the 24-7 movement is still growing, faster than ever. These days we are a little more ‘grown-up’ and a lot more organized, as you’ll see in this Review, but we are still amazed to be caught up in a genuine movement of the Holy Spirit.

Why 24-7 Prayer?

The 24-7 model of night-and-day prayer has been field-tested exhaustively in many nations, most denominations and locations as diverse as English cathedrals, a van in the slums of Delhi and a brewery in Missouri. After ten years we know that it works. Countless people have emerged from prayer rooms to report that God spoke to them in life-changing ways, or that they found prayer easier, or that an hour felt like ten minutes. Even non-Christians have often experienced God’s presence.

24-7 Prayer vigils have always been used powerfully by God:

- 2000 years ago the church was born in a 24-7 prayer room.
- 1000 years ago Celtic monasteries prayed 24-7 and transformed Europe.
- 300 years ago Moravians prayed 24-7 for 100 years and took the gospel to many nations.
- 104 years ago a multi-racial 24-7 Prayer Room on Azusa Street in Los Angeles sparked the global Pentecostal and charismatic renewals.

Such historical precedents make it even more exciting that a new generation is rediscovering the power of 24-7 prayer.

24-7 TIMELINE: 2002

February
- 24-7 Prayer at the Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City, USA

March
- 2,500 young people from all 26 cantons gather at The Reutli to rededicate Switzerland to God
- 24-7 Canada Office opens

May
- Birth of the Global Day of Prayer in Cape Town, South Africa

June
- First 24-7 Boiler Room receives Government Grant for its work with excluded teenagers
- Operation World, the ultimate guide to praying for every nation on earth, is edited for young people and published at www.24-7prayer.com

December
- Swedish young people celebrate the culmination of an unprecedented non-stop year of prayer: ‘Why did we do it? Because Sweden needs God!’ (Mia Lind)
THE STRATEGY: FRUIT OF 24-7 PRAYER

24-7 Prayer is being used by God to move thousands of people to pray and then to live out their prayers in ways that change the world. We believe that God is going to massively increase our impact over the next ten years because He has promised to answer prayers, forgive sins and ultimately to “heal our land” (2 Chronicles 7.14).

In order to be in a position to achieve this growth, we have restructured 24-7’s organization to improve its stewardship and effectiveness by forming a Board, an international Council and by appointing key people to senior roles.

We have also decided to be more open about our financial needs and to bring in new partners. We are seeking to raise an additional £331,000 / $507,000 in this financial year. If you would like further details about how our costs break down, we would be delighted to supply you with a copy of the Executive Summary which accompanies this Review.

In the next few pages you will find reports on 24-7’s activities and an overview of the vision.

I hope that you will support us.

James Thomas
(Chairman, 24-7 Prayer International)

24-7 TIMELINE: 2003

- Red Moon Rising published in USA and UK
- ‘The Nomad’, a mobile Prayer Caravan begins touring Swedish schools
- Channel 4 television documentary ‘God Bless Ibiza’ about 24-7 missionaries in Ibiza is watched by 850,000 people in the UK
- YWAM prays non-stop across Western Europe
Launching 24-7 prayer in one of our inner-city church properties has probably been the most important thing we have done to date.

Dr Timothy M. Johns, Kansas City, MO

24-7 TIMELINE: 2004

- In the poorest neighborhood in Vancouver, Canada a community begins praying 24-7 and loving their neighbors. They continue non-stop for four years
- The Vision & the How published in the USA and the UK
- Glasnost Boiler Room community planted in Skopje, Macedonia
- 24-7 Office achieves charitable 501c3 status in USA and establishes national Office in downtown Kansas City

"To be honest, I thought praying for seven days would be a tremendous challenge for us. In fact, what happened was nothing short of amazing. By about the fourth day there were so many stories of life-transformation our church ended up praying 24-7 for more than three months. I have more than 150 documented stories of transformation testimonies of marriage restoration, stories of salvation, of physical and emotional healing. God is moving here!" (Pastor Gary Schmidt, Deerbrook Covenant Church, MO)

24-7 PRAYER REPORT - Carla Harding (International Prayer Team)

Over the last ten years we have tracked 7,000 Prayer Rooms in more than 100 countries. The role of the International Prayer Team is to actively support and connect each Prayer Room with the global movement and, where possible, with a national office. Last year the 24-7 movement expanded into ten new nations: Albania, Angola, Dominica, Iceland, Jamaica, Kyrgyzstan, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Turkey and Togo.

I have the best job in the world; hearing so many stories of answered prayer sometimes moves me to tears. People sometimes wonder what difference prayer makes but this brochure could be filled many times over with all the wonderful testimonies from last year alone. Here are just four examples:

Albania: “I invited my friend to have a look at the Prayer Room and after ten minutes she signed herself up for an hour. The next day, she accepted Jesus.” (February)

Philippines: “God changed my character... The more I prayed the more I got convicted by God’s Word about holiness, righteousness and justice.” (February)

Scotland: “Ayr and Glasgow Royal hospitals gave confirmation of a cancerous tumour prior to Paula’s operation... Nearly three weeks later there is no cancer... This has amazed the surgeon, an expert in his field. I am humbled beyond belief at the enormity of what has happened and is happening.” (June)

Russia: “On Sunday a 19-year-old came to our church meeting and I invited him to look at our Prayer Room. The Holy Spirit touched him, and I led him to Christ.” (June)

A couple in their 80s became Christians. He is blind, they are totally illiterate and very poor, but they immediately volunteered to pray and continued, loudly, for the whole hour. (Brazil)
24-7 has partnered again this year with a number of exciting organizations such as:

- **Chain Reaction** (Brazil) which has adapted the 24-7 vision and model for Latin America, sparking hundreds of prayer rooms.
- **Campus Alpha** (USA) with whom we are co-operating to establish prayer and mission on American university campuses.
- **Global Day of Prayer** (South Africa) which actively promotes 24-7 Prayer in the ten days prior to Pentecost Sunday and for whom we continue to write the global youth resources.

**Notable Initiatives for 2010/2011**

**24-7 Prayer in Schools (UK)**

A number of pilot schemes converting classrooms into Prayer Rooms have proven remarkably effective at introducing school children to the reality and power of Christian prayer. Our vision is now to establish a national project working with teachers to serve the national curriculum so that hundreds of thousands of students can swap talking about God in Religious Studies classes to talking to Him about the things that really concern them, from bullying and divorce to exam-stress and the environment.

**Operation World**

Operation World is the world’s leading prayer guide to every nation on earth. In 2001 the book’s editors invited 24-7 Prayer to create an online youth edition which has subsequently been used by hundreds of thousands of young people. Of course, the world has changed dramatically since that last edition went online and we now urgently need to update the material in order to continue informing intelligent intercession for the nations.

**Campus America / Canada**

This year we are aiming to catalyze a 24-7 Prayer Room on all 2,614 university, college and seminary campuses in America. When the University of Iowa prayed non-stop for three weeks in January 2010, no fewer than ten students gave their lives to Christ. The initiative, known as Campus America, is expanding fast, and we have also been approached by a Canadian partner organization interested in rolling out the model there for 2011. This has the potential to expand fast into many other nations over the coming decade, bringing an entire generation of students into geographical and cultural proximity with the presence of God in a place of prayer on campus.

**Years of Prayer**

More and more cities, nations or denominations are asking 24-7 to help them mobilize years of unbroken prayer. The first to do so was the Salvation Army in 2001, for whom 24-7 Prayer has been powerfully transformative. We are currently supporting similar years of 24-7 prayer in Scotland, Canada and Australia. Taking God’s promise in 2 Chronicles 7:14 seriously, we have a growing vision for city-reaching and national transformation through strategic, concerted, united and persevering prayer.

**VISION for PRAYER**

As the prayer movement continues to spread, we are expanding our commitment to local churches, university campuses, citywide initiatives, denominational partnerships and to developing resources for new nations. In particular, our emphasis on youth and the emerging culture continues with significant new initiatives for schools across the UK and university students in North America.

---

**24-7 TIMELINE: 2005**

- **January**
  - Living Generously launched in response to the South East Asian tsunami

- **February**
  - Launch of www.mustardseedorder.com in Holy Trinity, Clapham, church of William Wilberforce and the Clapham Sect
  - 24-7 has spread into 62 nations by the time of our 5th anniversary

- **March**
  - 24-7 London office opens on site of John Wesley’s original Foundry
  - Brian and Tracey Heasley sent out to plant permanent 24-7 community in Ibiza

- **September**
  - TransIt discipleship training course launches

- **November**
  - Boiler Room launched at John Lennon’s Strawberry Fields Children’s Home in Liverpool, England
“In our prayers the Lord revealed to us the name, ‘Kacunga’, an island on Lake Victoria without a church. Yesterday we found the island, 50 people were saved and a new church is planted. All because of prayer.” (Paul Masindende, Uganda)

**CASE STUDY: ORANGE FARMS, SOUTH AFRICA**

Bishop Peter Sekhonyane (left) was discouraged. In twenty years as an evangelist he’d led thousands of people to the Lord, yet so few had “grown into maturity in Christ”. He was dejectedly preparing to quit preaching and return to his previous job as a concrete engineer, until God spoke to him: “Peter, you evangelized the people but you didn’t teach them to pray. Therefore they are not strong enough when trouble and temptation comes. Go now, and teach my people to pray.”

In the summer of 2004, with help from our friend Bennie Mostert, Bishop Peter erected a 300-seater tent to facilitate 24-7 Prayer in one of the 20 ‘extensions’ of Orange Farm, a poor township near Cape Town. By October he’d established similar prayer watches in seven of the twenty extensions and in each of these areas the crime rates came down so dramatically that the police took note and asked Peter to take 24-7 Prayer to a particular village where crime and violence were rampant. After two weeks crime had declined there too. “Now even the white churches are opening their doors to adopt 24-7 Prayer,” he says with a wry smile. “In fact, the churches that were most involved in apartheid are now the suppliers of the tents we use.”

**In November 2009 Bishop Peter’s team calculated the social and spiritual impact of five years of 24-7 Prayer as follows:**

- 7,240 churches have adopted 24-7 Prayer*
- 785,300 salvations
- 2,807 marriages restored
- 82 misplaced people reconnected with their families
- 8,400 new businesses established
- 38 debts cancelled
- 190 successful corruption prosecutions

* Peter Sekhonyane’s 24-7 Prayer watch is one of many that we have catalyzed indirectly (in this case via our friends at Jericho Walls). Having never formally registered with the global 24-7 website, his figures are not included in our general reporting, which remains highly conservative. The actual number of 24-7 Prayer Rooms globally is estimated to be at least 10 times higher than the number shown in our official statistics.

24-7 TIMELINE: 2006

- Kansas City Boiler Room planted in a downtown industrial loft space next to an Adult Video store
- Entire Frat House saved through Prayer Room at Bluffton College, Ohio (see the report on page 13)
- Year of 24-7 Prayer launches across the Salvation Army territory of New Zealand, Fiji and Tonga

“24-7 is making history, capturing the imagination of a rising generation”

(Or Patrick Dixon, CEO Global Change Limited, Founder of ACET, voted one of the 20 most influential business thinkers worldwide, 2005)
VISION for MISSION

When Andrés (left) came to know Jesus through one of the early 24-7 short-term mission teams, he struggled to find a church to help him in his first faltering steps of faith. We realized that we couldn’t just continue doing ‘hit-and-run’ evangelism hoping someone else would pick up the pieces. Instead we would have to be willing to help disciple the people we introduced to Jesus. For this reason, our emphasis in mission has matured from short-term, cross-cultural programmes into ongoing local witness and active church planting wherever necessary.

The multiplication of long-term Houses of Prayer and missional communities has been remarkable and it is a trend we expect to increase significantly in the coming years.

Notable features

Europe
The global priority for all our 24-7 communities is Europe, which we consider to be the darkest and most urgent mission field of our time.

Resource Centers
Our strategy for North America and Europe involves establishing churches which can act as resource centers for sending, training, and equipping new missional communities.

Marginalized people
All 24-7 communities have a particular passion to reach out to people who are poor and oppressed. This is outworked in many ways locally and networked together by our Just24-7 service which supports good practice in action for the poor.
We rounded off an incredible week of 24-7 Prayer by baptising ten people. (UK)

There are so many stories to tell, but let me offer just four examples of the way that 24-7 Mission prayer is impacting lives all around the world:

**Kansas City, MO:** The KC Boiler Room community is led by Adam and Julie Cox (left). Marked by passionate bible teaching, this young church grew significantly in 2009 with many new people entering into the Way of Jesus and their first missionaries were sent out to help establish a new community in Boston. The national Campus America initiative is based out of the community’s downtown, multi-story warehouse space.

**Ibiza, Spain:** Brian Heasley (left) with his family and team continue to pioneer this remarkable mission to Europe’s biggest party island. They pray, hand out bibles, operate an emergency vehicle to rescue those who are dangerously drunk or drugged, and run a popular 24-7 Centre for prayer and hospitality in downtown San Antonio.

**Reynosa, Mexico:** For five years Kelly Tietsort (left) loved and served the men and women of Boys Town, a walled-in village of drug addiction and prostitution in the Mexican border town of Reynosa. An eruption of mafia violence has recently forced the 24-7 team to evacuate their purpose-built rehabilitation center until further notice.

**Skopje, Macedonia:** Tattoo artist Alpin Pop-Nikolov (left) and a group of his friends planted Glasnost, the first youth church in the capital city of this divided Bible land in 2004. ‘As a 24-7 community we seek to live out the Boiler Room values,’ he says. ‘Our vision is to plant communities all around Macedonia and the Balkan region’.

**Students Saved through 24-7 Prayer**

“A student from Bluffton College, Ohio encountered Christ in a 24-7 Prayer Room in June and began to pray for his 33 ‘Frat House brothers’. Within six months 32 of them had come to know Christ: ‘It was a little bit crazy. Every couple of days another guy would come and ask me to pray with him or tell me that he had already prayed. How exciting it was for me to watch the transformation in my frat house. Once a place all about anything that didn’t honor God, now we were singing worship songs in our living room. God took over our house and there was no turning back. When we left for Christmas break everyone except Tim had become a Christian.’ During the Christmas vacation Tim finally surrenders to Christ and immediately begins praying for his parents to be saved too. ‘34 frat brothers in six months – what a mighty God!’ Tragically 27 days after his conversion, Tim was killed in a car crash and went to be with his new found Lord forever. Upon hearing Tim’s 27-day-old testimony at his funeral his parents and fifteen members of his High School football team all gave their lives to Christ. All because of one visit to one prayer room.”

**24-7 TIMELINE: 2008-2009**

- Restructuring global organization
- 24-7 reaches its 91st nation when a Prayer Hut is created in the jungles of Papua New Guinea out of palm leaves and old tyres
- 24-7 Prayer Spaces daily devotional podcast goes straight to #1 in the iTunes Religion & Spirituality charts
- 24-7 Prayer Spaces in Schools initiative launched in UK
- 24-7 wins ‘Christian Web & New Media Award’ for series of minidocumentary videos about different aspects of the work
- Global website redesign
- Springboard course trains cross cultural missionaries from Iceland, Finland, Macedonia, South Africa and the UK
“Thanks to the 24-7 website, I can now say that I am a Christian.”

**TRAINING LEADERS**

**TRAINING & COMMUNICATIONS REPORT**

Effective training and global communications continue to be a key aspect of the 24-7 ethos and strategy and last year we saw significant growth in both areas. For example:

- Each month there are 150,000 unique visitors to the re-designed 24-7 Global website, who read more than half a million pages of testimony and teaching.
- A series of five short films about 24-7 Prayer recently won the annual Christian Web & New Media Award for Best Use of Rich Media.
- A viral video campaign mobilizing prayer for Europe became one of the most downloaded videos on YouTube in the week of its launch.
- Twenty-five pioneer church planters were brought together for intensive training with expert Neil Cole.
- Our ten week Springboard course trained cross-cultural missionaries for Iceland, Finland, Macedonia and Mexico.

**VISION for COMMUNICATIONS**

24-7 websites, podcasts and other publications have the potential to become a massive, cohesive and economical way of catalyzing and resourcing the global vision, but to do this we urgently require investment over the next two years. We project that 24-7 Communications will be significantly self-funding by 2013. In particular we plan to develop:

- A cohesive communications ecology, interfacing print media with a network of websites, SMS text messaging, RSS feeds, podcasts.
- A social platform for the world’s leading Devotional Discipleship community for teenagers
- A moderated wiki-style open-source platform for harvesting testimonies from prayer rooms and communities while resourcing partner ministries and agencies.

**24-7 TIMELINE: 2010**

- **January**
  - 24-7 prayer chain begins at St George’s, church in Baghdad, Iraq
  - Campus America initiative aims to catalyze 24-7 prayer across America’s 2614 university campuses
  - Years of 24-7 Prayer across Australia, Scotland and Canada
  - 85,000 prayers posted on the 24-7 website
  - 10th anniversary International Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland

“24-7 is growing rapidly across Canada. I see tremendous value in this movement as a way to bring unity to the Church. Thanks to 24-7, Christians are coming together.” — Dale Winder, Executive Director Canadian Youth Network
VISION for TRAINING

‘Therefore go and make disciples...’ (Matthew 28:19)

At the heart of the 24-7 movement is an expanding network of gifted and committed young leaders and we recognise the urgent need for strategic investment into their training and development at every level. Our particular emphasis is on equipping courageous and innovative leadership in the emerging culture and our vision is to raise up a movement of effective disciple-makers in every sphere of society. Our strategy rolls out through three levels: beginning with one-on-one mentoring, growing through group training resources and reaching critical mass with the establishment of multiplying Resource Centers for developing young leaders.

1. Personal: Training the trainers. We will achieve this by deploying a multidisciplinary team of experienced practitioners to train, encourage and mentor young leaders in the actual context of their teams and communities.

2. Groups: Developing learning communities for church planters and societal influencers. Current 24-7 training programs include a bible-training year (Transit), a cross-cultural pioneer missions training (Springboard), an online theology course (Virtual) and an internship year (Wild Goose).

3. Resource Centers: Developing Training Hubs in which gifted leaders (see Point 1) can deploy our resources (Point 2) to multiply sustainably.

Notable features 2010/2011

- Development of interactive online Learning Community and conferencing.
- Investment in on-site mentoring programs for young church-planting pioneers.
- Global roll-out of ‘God’s Story’ narrative theology course.
- Vision for ‘School of Prayer’ in association with a London-based theological college.

I believe, as a 59 year-old woman, sitting in this prayer room, that if these young people are the next generation, our world is in safe hands. Liz, UK

“It is absolutely thrilling to witness thousands of young people discovering the power of prayer through the 24-7 movement. I believe the key to reaching our world is passion, prayer, practical action and proclamation, and 24-7 combines all four!” (Rev Lyndon Bowring, Chair, CARE Campaigns)
24-7 RESOURCES

24-7 Books and other resources for prayer available from www.24-7prayer.com/shop

24-7 PRAYER MANUAL: The 24-7 Prayer Manual is the definitive ‘How To Run a Prayer Room for Dummies’. It covers everything from how to motivate your group to pray and the history of 24-7 through the ages to creative ideas for building an inspirational prayer space. (USA), (UK), (NL)

RED MOON RISING: A new generation is learning to pray and obey like never before. This book describes the miracles and adventures at the start of the 24-7 movement. You’ll be laughing, crying and praying through one of the most envisioning books you’ll read this year. (Audio), (Braille), (DE), (FIN), (FR), (KOR), (NL), (RUS), (SK), (SWE), (UK), (USA)

THE VISION & THE VOW: Explore a lifestyle of discipleship rooted in the Great Commission and the Great Commandment, with Pete Greig as he unpacks the motivation behind The Vision, a poem-prayer from the first Prayer Room, which has reached more than a million people to date. (DE), (UK), (USA)

PUNKMONK: Andy Freeman, describes the growing network of missional 24-7 Boiler Room communities around the world and practically unpacks the six ancient values of prayer, mission, justice, creativity, hospitality and learning at the heart of the vision. (UK), (USA)

WRITING ON THE WALL: Prayers, Psalms and Laments of the rising culture. This book captures some of the most moving, amusing and amazing prayers from the walls of 24-7 Prayer rooms around the world. Based around the Beatitudes, these are the honest heartcries of prisoners, AIDS orphans, non-Christians and even a student meditating upon a packet of Cornflakes! Ed. Brian Heasley (USA Only)

GOD ON MUTE: Engage with the silence of unanswered prayer. This moving book by Pete Greig explores the challenges of suffering, disappointment and silence from on high. Drawing on his own experiences Pete leads us on a journey through the four days of Christ’s Passion and suggests why God may sometimes turn down the volume. By Pete Greig (DE), (UK), (USA), New this year.

GOD ON CAMPUS: Sacred Causes & Global Effects tells the story of amazing spiritual awakenings on American campuses from the founding of the first universities through the great student prayer and missionary movements of the last century to the 24-7 Campus America initiative today. (USA only - A Campus America book)

LORD OF THE RING: A brilliant biography of Count Zinzendorf, who inspired so many contemporary Christian movements including 24-7 Prayer. A man who lived out his convictions with determination and from whom the great Missions thrust of the last two hundred years can be traced. Count Zinzendorf in all his glory and disgrace is revealed in this honest and inspiring new biography. by Phil Anderson (UK), (USA)

SAINTS: From Polycarp to St Francis, from Brigid to Clare – and many others in between - this strikingly illustrated book tells stories of heroism and humility, adventure and servanthood, from the lives of the Western and Eastern saints from the time of the Early Church Fathers to the mid 13th century. By Scot Bower & Linda Baker Smith (UK only)

EXIT MUSIC (WORSHIP CD): 13 tracks and 7 prayers from artists like Chris Tomlin, Martin Smith and Tim Hughes, specially compiled by 24-7 Prayer to help motivate prayer and mobilize mission.

Associated Ministries and projects

- The Order of the Mustard Seed – www.mustardsseedorder.com – a covenant community centered on an ancient Rule of Life.
- Just24-7 – www.24-7prayer.com/just24-7 – Catalyzing, connecting and resourcing local justice action globally.
Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or imagine, according to his power that is at work within us, to him be glory in the church and in Christ Jesus throughout all generations, forever and ever! Amen.’

(Ephesians 3:20-21)